CALIBRATE REALITY DOJO
A simple, psychology-based framework for achieving effortless
mastery in business and life…
…without having to spend 12 years in a monastery
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MARTIN STELLAR

INTRODUCTION TO

BUSINESS & MINDSET COACH
Martin is a former monk who dedicated his life to learning
psychology, and understanding on a deep level what moves
people, and the different ways we either sabotage, or instead
enable ourselves.
He’s called the Reality Calibrator, because his sharp insight
into psychology, married with deep listening and a superior level
of intuition, enable him to get right to the heart of thing, enabling
you to create dramatic shifts in your world. He shares his insights
by mixing highly developed business skills, creative insights,
ancient spiritual teachings and current psychological findings,
both in 1on1 coaching, and in his trademark program Calibrate
Reality Dojo: Life with Effortless Mastery

Humans are utterly irrational creatures. We overthink things, but
we don’t stop to think things through.
That causes us to make half-guessed decisions, with the
consequence that we don’t get the outcomes that we make those
decisions for in the first place.
But we can change that, and its not very hard - not once you
understand the psychology of making decisions, the way it’s done
by the successful people we admire.
If you want to get better outcomes and create a feeling of flow
and control in your life and your business, you’ll want to apply the
Calibrate Reality framework.
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PART 1
WHAT IS

?
At its core, CRD is a simple, goal-oriented framework, designed to quickly cause
dramatic improvements in the way you perform, and the results you get from your
decisions.
It works, because CRD is based on common sense, logic, psychology, and a
recurring practice of making decisions that are aligned with the outcomes you are
after.
The result of applying the CRD framework: you increasingly feel a sense of control
and flow in your business, and you’ll end up living with effortless mastery - while
reducing stress and confusion.
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THE THREE PILLARS OF

1

THINK & DECIDE LIKE AN
EXECUTIVE

2

MANAGING YOUR
STATE & ENERGY
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3

MANAGING
TIME & SELF

Want better outcomes?
Slow down. Stop to think. Include common sense and reason in your decisions.
Analyze your options and critically think through whether a potential decision is likely to create
the outcome you want. Because very often, you’ll find that you were on the brink of throwing
spaghetti at the wall to see if it will stick, But if you make a decision later, or you make a different
decision, the chances of getting your desired outcomes will go up dramatically.
So, develop a habit of thinking and deciding like an executive.
Consider: would a CEO randomly spend a huge budget on something without having given the
decision proper thought? Of course not. So then why would you make a snap decision about
allocating your resources? (be they time, money, or attention).
Think. And only then decide. A decision is always an emotional act, but it’s your job to make sure
that your brain and your emotions are aligned.
Only that way do you get to make a healthy, effective and efficient decision.
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THINK & DECIDE LIKE AN
EXECUTIVE
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Ever feel depleted? Maybe you need to get better and state management.
After all, our energy might be renewable, but on a daily basis it’s finite.
Once you’ve used up your energy to take make decisions and take action, you’re depleted and
only R&R will get you a new batch of energy. And research shows that the very act of making
decisions costs a lot of energy.
So be careful with the things that either drain you of energy, or give you energy. People, places,
things and habits that deplete you must be changed or eliminated with extreme prejudice. Tough
choices to make but if you don’t make them, you’ll constantly feel like you’re running on fumes.
Doing lots but getting little done. Slow progress, or none at all.
It might be tough, but it’s simple: eliminate everything from your life and business that drain you,
and replace them with the things that feed you.
And remember the cost of making decisions: the more decisions you make on any given day, the
sooner you’ll be drained - what psychologists call ego-depletion.
That’s why it’s so important to create habits and systems, so that you never have to repeat
making the same decisions over and over again.
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MANAGING YOUR
STATE & ENERGY

Steve Jobs’ black turtleneck sweaters&jeans? A fine example. One decision: “This is how I dress”
and he never had to decide again on how to dress. The more habits and systems in your life, the
better you'll conserve your energy and manage your state.
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Running out of time, again?
Maybe try some self-management. Because there’s really no difference between timemanagement and self-management.
And those who carefully manage their self get to create amazing results, in the same amount of
time that you and I have.
The trick is to eliminate: to learn how to say no, and to get extremely deliberate with where you
place your most precious asset: your attention.
It's easy to let Facebook or a complaining neighbour steal your attention, but the result is lost
time and fewer results.
Instead, you want to make deliberate and conscious choices on where your attention goes - after
all, where you place your attention determines what results you'll get.
Become aware of your attention and your states, think about what wants changing, and make
decisions.
Your life and your business will benefit.
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PART 2
HOW TO GET

EFFORTLESS MASTERY
INTO YOUR LIFE AND BUSINESS?
Think, then decide, then implement - always in that order - and take time for the
think&decide part, which is exactly what an executive does.
Psychologists talk about implementation intent - but when you or your
circumstances aren’t right yet, or if your emotions and thoughts aren’t aligned,
there is no actual intent, and you won’t follow through on your decision.
And that can cause all kinds of negative self-talk, limiting beliefs, and frustration.
Wishful decisions suck, so only decide when you’re ready to install and implement
the decision in your life or your business.
Otherwise, you quickly deplete your willpower and you'll erode your self-esteem.
Of course the full Calibrate Reality Framework is larger than just these three pillars,
so in the following pages I'll show you where you can get the full system, for free.
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PART 3
WHAT TO DO NEXT?
The best way I’ve found to properly think through things, create clarity, and
reach decisions that both align with feelings, as well as bring the desired
outcomes, is to journal.
Now, you might scoff: “I’ve tried journaling before. Doesn’t work for me”. But
hold your horses.
I’m not talking about dear-diary kind of journaling, or writing Morning Pages.

For example: Should I hire that SEO expert who made me an offer?

My kind of journaling is more like a purposeful, goal-oriented brainstorm: a
laser-focused, high-power, deliberate contemplation of a particular issue with
the goal to reach clarity and decision. Sometimes, I manage to solve important
or hairy conundrums in only 10 minutes - that's how fast it can go if you use
CRD.

Or: What change in my behaviour will help change the dynamics between my
husband and me?

Here’s how: Open a clean page in a notebook (this has to be done with pen in
hand: neuroscience clearly shows that the brain works very differently when
writing longhand, compared to typing), and write down a question at the top
of the page .

Or: What can I do in order to connect with more grade-A clients?

In other words: the thing you want to decide on, turn it into a question. Not a
binary yes/no question, but an open-ended one.

On the next page: How to get the full CRD framework for free...

Or: How can I best optimise my workflow, so that I have more time to do the
important work?

Start with a question, write your heart out, and you'll quickly find the clarity
you need to get the results you want.
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Calibrate Reality Dojo is the result of 25 years of research into psychology,
decision-making, habit-building, and optimising mind, self and context for
optimal outcomes and persistent well-being.

Get the Calibrate Reality upgrade for
free, and watch how effortless mastery
grows into your life...

So far I've only shared this method in high-priced 1 on 1 coaching programmes,
but I wasn't happy that this kept the method away from more people.
That's why I've created a free webinar that takes you through the three pillars
and the nine decision points that constitute CRD. I'm proud of it, and I've been
told it's pretty damn good:
"Mind bending. Reality changing. This is the effect of the Calibrate Reality
Dojo on anyone who's ready to untell their stories and ready to really
upgrade their lives. It's been a month since I experienced the webinar
presented by Martin Stellar and I am still feeling the effects every day.”
~ Paula, PaulaMould.com"
To get access to the webinar and get the mental upgrade that took me 12
years in a monastery and a decade as an entrepreneur, go to:

http://www.martinstellar.com/crd-webinar-registration
See you in the Calibrate Reality Dojo!
Martin Stellar,
Reality Calibrator
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